
 
 
 
Extract summary from a verbal assessment. Only one strategy has been included 
in this exemplar, however, the students all completed at least two strategies. The 
post camp section often refers to the other strategies worked on.  
 
Key: EG –example provided, SEG –specific example provided, D–described,EXP –
explanation given, D.EXP –detailed explanation given, J –judgement made, +/- - 
positive and negative impacts  
 

Pre Camp 1 March Activity –Paddle snatch n drop 
  
The leadership strategy I am using is: Group Management - Discipline 
 
This is appropriate because: EG –Thomas and Jack talk too  
much and distract him while giving instructions 
 
It will contribute to the functioning of the group by: D –other group members 
happier when they don’t 
 
It is working (well, ok, not so well) ok 
I know this because: EXP Jennifer told me it was better when I sent Jack  
away when he was silly. I made him run back to the van to get spray skirts.  
 
My next step will be to: D- Keep being hard on the naughty boys 
 
So that: D- the rest of the class enjoy themselves. 
 
Camp 4 April  Activity -Kayaking 
 
The leadership strategy I am using is: Group Management –Discipline and getting 
control 
 
This is appropriate because: D-students off task and its not safe around water. 
 
It will contribute to the functioning of the group by: D-keeping them safe 
 
It is working (well,ok, not so well) not so well 
I know this because: EG-“Jack purposely fell out of his boat to wind me up and  
Thomas paddled away and told me to get stuffed” 
 
My next step will be to: D -Get the teachers to look after the naughty ones while the 
rest of the group do the fun activities 
 
So that: D- Everyone is safe 
 
Post camp 10 April 
 
Which of the leadership strategies have been most effective and why? 
Communication –not stated why  it was effective ie no SEGs provided 
 
For the ones that were not effective –why not and what would you do 
differently?  Self Management EXP –was late arriving to the activity and the 
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students already got the gear out. Stated he would give them warnings not to do this 
in the future if he was late. 


